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Abstract 

This paper is concerned with technology design in a 

difficult setting – in this case an organization 

specializing in youth mental health care in the 

community. Through presenting field data and a 

“design experiment” we describe a way of critiquing 

designs in such ‘sensitive’ settings prior to their 

deployment using Halverson’s notion of ‘power’. Our 

concerns are driven both by the need to seriously 

consider problems caused by ‘disruption’ and by a 

general wariness of any over eagerness to consume 

new technologies in such complex settings. We describe 

the different kinds of “power” that technology designs 

in such settings can have: mapping power; practical 

power; disruptive power; informational power; 

expressive power; interpretive power and inferential 

power. Finally we consider the relationship between 

ethnography and design in such settings. 
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Introduction 

The relationship between design and the ‘real world’ 

has always been problematic and in recent years there 

have been a number of candidate methods and 

candidate theories that have sought, in various ways to 

bridge that gap and provide meaningful insights to 

design. Ethnography, of whatever variant is just one of 

those candidates. From the beginning, ethnographers 

and ethnography (e.g. [6]) have acknowledged the 

importance of sensitizing designers to the real world, 

real life character of a setting through in- depth studies 

of people’s work. Both acknowledge the value of using 

ethnography to try and understand what ‘the problem’ 

might be before jumping prematurely to design issues. 

Nevertheless, such sensitivity has not led to much 

notable success. In part this is because of the 

complexity of design. Inherent in this idea is that 

design is an unfinished thing, even unfinalisable [8], 

perhaps due to the drive to consume new technologies 

and the nature of the task- artifact cycle [2]. In part 

such failure is also – despite ethnographers assertions 

to the contrary – because of lingering and long-

standing assumptions that new technologies are 

necessarily a good thing, that we should consume more 

of them to attain great efficiency, productivity and well-

being. 

This paper explores these assumptions and the long- 

discussed bridge into design issue in Human-Computer 

Interaction (e.g. [3]). Our case concerns mental health 

care workers, working in the community, specializing in 

youth care. In many ways they are an ‘extreme’ group 

to explore these ideas with: their work is ‘critical’; they 

are mobile; they are highly autonomous; they regularly 

move from highly configured settings to unknown, ‘wild’ 

places. However, observations with them have shown 

they use quite ordinary technologies (e.g. mobile 

phones) to achieve extraordinary things. Thus there is 

a real question for us concerning what the role of any 

new technology might be for them in their everyday 

work. Particular stakeholders (e.g. management) may 

have particular, well-justified motivations for 

implementing such technologies e.g. envisaged cost 

reduction or increased ‘productivity’ but this paper will 

not consider these perspectives in any detail. Instead, 

we focus on the staff ‘on the ground’ who have to do 

the everyday ‘dirty work’ of mental health care in 

communities, using it as a perspicuous setting through 

which we wish to explore our research questions. Our 

concern is to consider a series of criteria for evaluating 

designs in this setting. We explore the extent to which 

designs might be said to have particular kinds of power 

for the communities and settings in which they operate, 

and what such an analysis might provide as an initial 

evaluation of design. 

Our field is littered with design ideas, sketches, 

prototypes, partially implemented systems etc. In 

academic life the temporality of the funding cycle and 

the pressures to meet the demands of the academic 

environment to publish ‘more new stuff’, means that we 

cannot point to many ‘real-world’ systems, particularly 

in mental health care, that have been designed, 

implemented and evaluated over a longitudinal period. 

Many involve the tailoring or modification of COTS 

systems: there is little in the way of ‘design from the 

ground up’, of using ethnographic insights to produce a 

final and complete product. Thus we believe it is 

important to apply realistic criteria to the kinds of 

‘product’ that our field generates particularly for these 

kinds of settings, in an attempt to realistically critique 

and appreciate design work done in our field. Such an 
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enterprise, we believe, will also be helpful in seriously 

considering the relationship between ‘field work’ and 

‘design work’. In this fashion we invert the traditional 

‘bridging’ relationship between ethnography and 

design. Instead of looking at ethnography to provide 

insights or ‘sensitivities’ for design and designers we 

intend looking at the proposed system and evaluating it 

to see to what extent it reflects any of the realities of 

the setting in which it will be deployed through 

Christine Halverson’s notion of ‘power’ [5]. 

The notion of ‘power’ 

Halverston [5:245 emphasis added], when exploring 

what two different theories actually do in CSCW 

describes how a theory should have “descriptive 

power...a conceptual framework that helps us make 

sense of and describe the world.” She notes how this 

can include both description of a work setting and a 

critique of technology being implemented at that 

setting. She continues (ibid, emphasis added) to 

describe how a theory needs “rhetorical power” or the 

capacity to “talk about the world by naming important 

aspects of the conceptual structure and how it maps to 

the real world.” She notes how this encompasses 

description to oneself and communication to and 

persuasion of others. She then notes (ibid, emphasis 

added) that a theory can have “inferential power” or 

the ability to infer what we have not understood, 

insights into design or the consequences of change at a 

setting. She then describes (ibid, emphasis added) how 

a theory can have power in terms of “application” – 

that it can be used to guide system design through 

describing the world at “the right level of analysis.”  

Christine Halverston asks these questions of theories 

and here we ask a series of similar questions regarding 

design or, for the purposes of this paper, the process of 

conceptualising, selecting and recommending typically 

quite ordinary Information and Communication 

Technologies. This definition encapsulates design 

outputs like design sketches, tailored off-the-shelf 

solutions and recommendations around the usage of 

ICTs in particular settings. The question we ask here 

regards what work these designs do for us. We often do 

not have the resources or expertise to implement and 

evaluate designs fully (and there is a question 

regarding whether we should) but the question is what 

work these designs do both for particular settings and 

in the larger enterprise of our discipline. In mental 

health care settings asking these kinds of questions is 

particularly important as dangers accompany the 

introduction of new technologies such as: an over-

reliance by mental health carers on new technology 

that is not dependable; the appropriation of new 

technology by the ‘cared for’ that worsens their mental 

health problems. 

We argue that designs can inspire new designs – the 

connection between the old design and the new need 

not be direct (despite it being accountable) e.g. throw-

it-away prototypes, design sketches, experimental 

policies. Designs can also inform new designs/iterations 

more directly e.g. incremental prototypes. This is often 

the approach in HCI: the well-established iterative 

process of design and evaluation. Designs can also 

represent knowledge and wisdom about what 

succeeded or failed at a particular setting e.g. through 

evaluative ethnographies, user-based evaluations. 

The setting 

The organisation we report about no longer exists in its 

current form. It specializes in the mental health care of 
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young people in a large catchment area in a city in a 

developed country. These young people tended to 

suffer from acute psychiatric disorders (e.g. mania, 

depression, psychosis). The organisation’s staff 

comprised of one coordinator, one deputy coordinator, 

senior clinicians, full- time and part-time clinicians and 

administrative staff. Clinicians had varied educational 

and professional backgrounds – some were nurses by 

profession and others were social workers. Clinicians 

worked from one building, mainly using one room, 

although they were often highly mobile both ‘locally’ 

within the workplace and in the metropolitan area in 

which they worked. They moved about the facility they 

worked in, signing out ‘client’ files, collecting 

medication, interviewing ‘clients’ etc. and drove to 

‘clients’’ homes in the community, often conducting 

several visits in succession. 

There were many ethical constraints regarding this 

work, particularly with regard to client and clinician 

confidentiality. Thus the only form of data is recorded 

interviews and anonymised field notes based on visits, 

interviews, and extended observation. The fieldworker 

was seriously engaged with the setting from December 

2004 until December 2005. As the clinicians involved in 

this study were experts and were often using highly 

innovative approaches, they were accustomed to being 

studied by “researchers”. They often used the term 

disparagingly, sometimes with the prefix “itinerant.” 

One of the participants also reported how clinicians 

were experiencing “research fatigue” by the time we 

got there. Thus there was a practical need to offer the 

lure of new technologies to overcome this and engage 

them with the work. This has led us to seriously 

question the role of (the promise of) new ‘designs’ in 

such settings: the stakes are high and the 

consequences of ‘failure’ significant. These 

consequences become apparent with the observation 

that, even without failure and without technology 

breaking down, several clinicians related how a client 

they knew committed suicide. 

Thus data collection was difficult, at times grueling and, 

more often than not, a little disturbing: clinician shift 

patterns changed regularly, there was little predictable 

about what could happen during e.g. an observation (or 

at times, even an interview). Observing hardened 

clinicians being ‘shaken’ after a home visit (e.g. “Gee, 

he’s not well”) or calmly counseling disturbed clients 

over the telephone for extended periods sometimes via 

an interpreter (e.g. “Does she ever think she can read 

peoples’ minds?”) took its toll. Despite this, throughout 

this account, we hope to emain respectful (and even in 

times in awe) of the clinicians described and their work. 

The Handover Meeting 

Staff regularly met (both formally and informally) to 

discuss clients. Handover meetings have received some 

attention both through practitioner guidelines (e.g. 1) 

and technology-oriented studies (e.g. 11). In this 

setting, as in many others, handover occurred as one 

shift ended and another began. Clinicians used the 

meeting to allocate work, discuss clients and as a form 

of debrief. They also used it as a means of transferring 

and making visible particular information – this was 

particularly important as staff were: full-time and part-

time; highly mobile when working; and worked in 

variable shifts patterns. In addition, the client group 

posed particular challenges: they cycled in an out of 

view of the service largely depending on the trajectory 

of their condition [9, 10]; they were sometimes hard to 

contact and/or locate; they could use a number of 
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NEW AFTER HOURS CURRENT CLIENTS 
TRIAGE REQUESTS NEW REFERRALS & ASSESSMENTS  NAME AGE DATE SUBURB PLAN YAT Med/R OCD/OR CCM/DR 
   Date Notes & my additions 1 Client      
 A Client 1  booked to early 4/8, P/C, W/E        
 B Client 2  D/W É         

            

ENTRY            
 ASSESSMENTS IN PROGRESS        
  Date Age Notes        

 Client 3 17/7 19 
Away till 28/7 P/C 29/7 She has 
not contacted P/C É         

ALERTS            
            

figure 1: Main whiteboard in clinicians’ room 
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different services (e.g. a Triage service) to gain 

support; and they were sometimes poor at or 

deliberately deceitful concerning reporting symptoms 

and the acuity of their condition. The handover meeting 

consisted of using the whiteboard with client names 

written on it (shown in Figure 1) to talk about new and 

current clients. The Coordinator or Deputy Coordinator 

led the handover meeting, starting in the top left of the 

whiteboard, using a small paintbrush and/or whiteboard 

marker to annotate the board as they talked about 

each client. The person leading handover tended to 

stand next to this whiteboard, while other clinicians 

attending sat. As these clinicians were really 

emergency workers and there was a high level of 

contingency in their work some of the handing over 

shift was sometimes absent due to e.g. being on a 

home visit.  

Figure 2 below shows a typical layout of the clinicians’ 

room. ‘DC’ is the Deputy Coordinator, ‘Cn’ (e.g. C01) a 

clinician (thus there were 8 clinicians at this particular 

handover) and ‘FW’ is the fieldworker. There were 4 

whiteboards (WB1-4) in the space, a central table 

around which clinicians sat on swivel chairs, 2 large red 

files (Ring binder 1-2) placed on the table which 

clinicians regularly checked, 4 trolleys for individual 

client files to be placed in (Moveable files 1-4), 3 

computers (used for accessing a local client database, 

checking email etc), 2 landlines and 6 mobile phones 

(MP). One mobile phone was red – this was an 

emergency help line number and clinicians referred to it 

as “the hand grenade.” Each handover was centred 

around the main whiteboard in the room (WB1, shown 

in Figure 1 above), with the Coordinator of Deputy 

Coordinator orchestrating it. 

figure 1. Layout of clinicians’ room 
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The main part of the handover meeting consisted of 

talking about current clients (although new clients from 

their triage department and via referrals were 

occasionally discussed). They used notes in client files 

and their own knowledge to support this discussion. A 

key concern in these meetings was establishing risk. As 

one Senior Clinician put it: “Ultimately we are 

managers of risk.” Thus much of the ‘work’ of the 

handover consisted in establishing the level of risk 

posed by particular clients and establishing a plan to 

determine next steps to be written into the client file. 

An early interview with a senior clinician, before the 

field work had formally begun indicated the importance 

of timely and accurate information access and retrieval, 

or, put simply good, legible notes and files. 

“He also described how, in some other situations, it is 

of benefit to call someone in the office to get 

information. In these cases the colleague called may be 

able to react to the situation or retrieve a file. The 

latter activity often required making sense of someone 

else’s notes as in such situations the staff member at 

the coal face has to assess risk and get key 

information, such as what the client’s mental state was 

when they were last seen. Thus high quality case notes 

were very important in these situations. He added that 

in the same situations, if someone is not in the office 

the staff member may be “in trouble”.” 

“[Clinician’s name] described how in “good notes” some 

judgment concerning the client’s condition is made. 

This “judgment” may involve relating behaviour to the 

client’s medical condition (e.g. a personality disorder) 

and making statements concerning the client’s future 

trajectory of care. He described how “this provides 

context” for other people reading the notes in the 

future.” 

“[Clinician’s name] also described how documenting the 

state of the client after each visit was important and 

how clear communication among multiple parties was 

essential. These communications could come in the 

form of crisis plans, discharge notes and other staff 

members’ notes.” 

In the extracts from handover meetings below (shaded 

in gray), clinicians discuss particular clients. We present 

important features of their work and how they did this: 

establishing who a client is; determining a point of 

access; dealing with incomplete information (e.g. a 

missing file); managing uncertainty. A general 

comment regarding these features of their work is that 

they were highly collaborative in nature: clinicians often 

collectively ‘pieced’ client information together, 

assessed risk and made decisions. They also operated 

within the particular objects arranged and ordered in 

the space in which they worked (as some comments in 

the field notes below show): whiteboards and paper 

files in particular. Extracts from field notes are selected 

to demonstrate the kinds of issues the clinicians 

confronted that could be ‘designed for’. References to 

clinicians (e.g. Clinician-1) do not match Figure 2 above 

and different extracts do not use the same 

anonymisation scheme i.e. Clinician-1 in one extract 

from field notes may not be the same person as 

Clincian-1 in another extract. ‘WB1’ refers to the main 

whiteboard in the Clinicians’ Room (see Figure 2). 

‘WB2’ refers to the whiteboard placed next to the main 

client whiteboard in the Clinicians’ Room (see Figure 2). 

WB2 whiteboard had a specific area for writing phone 

calls that had to be made. 
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Establishing who a client is 

This seems an obvious thing to do but, due to shift 

schedules, a mixture of part-time and full-time staff 

and the sheer number of clients cycling through the 

organization, this was not always straightforward. This 

was often the first thing that was done when discussing 

a particular client. The extract below from field notes 

presents an example. 

Coordinator: “Does anyone know [client name]?” 

A clinician reads from the case file and relates events 

based on this information. 

Clinician-1: “When was all this?” 

Clinician-2: “She was assessed and we felt that...” 

Clinician 3 stands up and gets a form from the shelf of 

forms. 

Clinician-2: “We didn’t get through to her and that’s 

why we have to call her.” 

Here clinicians attempt to get to know the client 

through firstly trying to use the knowledge of people 

present and then through accessing information in the 

case file. In the extract clinicians deliberately review 

and assess the client’s status. 

Establishing point of access 

During the handover it was often important to establish 

who had seen/discussed a particular client and who was 

familiar with their case. In doing so it was often 

important to establish an appropriate way to access the 

client e.g. via a relative. 

Clinician-1: “Did we run it by [the consultant 

psychiatrist]?” 

Clinician-2: “I don’t know.” 

Clinician-1: “How much can we rely on her sister?” 

At this point a clinician noted that “the Step Dad” may 

be an interested point of access to the client. This is 

followed by a question 

Clinician: “Who has spoken to the Step Dad?” 

They then discuss client history. 

Clinician: “But he’s had multiple suicide attempts.” 

Then they discuss both client history and point of 

access. 

Clinician: “I think we have to talk to the Step Dad 

because he has tried to kill himself heaps of times.” 

They then discussed how they might approach “the 

Step Dad” and decided on some action. 

Clinician-1: “Is the name up there?” [referring to 

WB2] 

Clinician-2: “No.” Clinician-3: “We’ll put him up then.”  

The discussion of this client shows that having a point 

of access was critical e.g. contacting the client directly 

or reaching someone close to the client, in this case 

“the Step Dad”. It also shows the importance of expert 

advice. In this case via the Consultant Psychiatrist. 

Dealing with incomplete information 

This tended to happen when files could not be located 

or particular clinicians who knew the client were not 

present at handover or available. The extract below is 

the second time a file could not be located during the 

particular handover. 

Clinician-1: “His file isn’t here either.” 

Clinician-2: “Where would they disappear to?” 

Clinician-1/3: “Blame the new tracking mechanism.” 

There is an issue here with keeping track of records 

over time. It’s essential they have this information to 

complete their work effectively. 
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Clinicians simply had to do the best they could if they 

didn’t have access to client information through e.g. 

chasing down the file by contacting a clinician they 

thought might have it. Clinicians sometimes took files 

with them on home visits to read on the way there. The 

field note extract below shows how incomplete 

information is dealt with through a phone call. 

For this client a clinician again retrieved and read from 

a case file. When referring to the file, this clinician 

stated: “...does not finish the sentence.” This suggests 

the handwritten notes in the file were incomplete in 

some way. When talking about whether to contact a 

client or not the following comment is made regarding 

contacting the client (the fact that this would be by 

phone remained unstated and therefore seemed to be 

understood implicitly): 

Clinician: “Probably should try today. Sounds like he’s 

relapsing.” 

The response to this is to remove a tick from the 

‘PHONE CALLS’ section of WB2. 

The extract below is taken from the notes from same 

interview with the senior clinician before work formally 

began (see above). It describes a “typical working 

scenario” and paraphrases what the clinician said. 

He is on his way to [place] to visit some clients and 

takes some files with him. He receives a phone call 

from a colleague informing him that someone nearby is 

really unwell. He calls the family. When he arrives at 

the family home the person in question says she has 

taken an overdose of prescribed drugs. He does not 

have this person’s file and thus cannot determine if this 

person is telling the truth or if this is a cry for help etc. 

He simply can’t get the information he needs to make 

an accurate diagnosis of the situation. 

The scenario again demonstrates the importance of 

being able to retrieve particular client information, just-

in-time in this case when the clinician is off-site. 

Managing uncertainty 

Clinicians often discussed the detail of cases they were 

uncertain over. They managed uncertainty through 

discussion and direct contact with the client, in the 

extract below through “screening” (which constituted 

an interview) 

The clinicians show genuine concern and express some 

uncertainty: 

Clinician-1: “It sounds odd, we don’t know what is 

going on.” 

There is a strong sense of needing to find out about 

things. 

Clinician-2: “There’s a princess thing about her.” 

Clinician-3: “Hyperscreen might be good for her.” 

Clinician-3: “We should at least do the screens on 

her.” 

Clinician-3: “Do you want just to write that plan up 

there.” [referring to WB1] 

After this one clinician writes this ‘plan’ in the client file 

and another writes it on WB1. The need to reduce 

uncertainty through assessment is evident. 

General comments 

It was important that decisions were made visible and 

put on display during handover. This was not only done 

through talk but also through making decisions visible 

via the whiteboard. The fieldworker wrote in field notes, 

referring to WB1 (Figure 2): 
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“The whiteboard is essential for supporting decision- 

making – it supports shared awareness and 

collaboration over establishing plans.” 

These plans were also written into client files. “Signs” 

were also important when establishing risk and 

clinicians often talked about them during handover. 

During an informal interview with a senior clinician this 

clinician described how (quotation marks indicate direct 

quotations, the rest is paraphrase). 

“The signs that clinicians look for are: “how they are 

presenting”; “verbal and non-verbal cues”; “if the client 

can’t be found”; if the client has been compliant with 

medication; if any attempt has been made to contact 

the...team.” 

The fieldworker wrote later in field notes, distilling from 

observations that: 

When clinicians talk about clients their talk focuses on 

the following: behaviours e.g. his parents heard him  

talking to himself in his room; symptoms [of particular 

disorders]; medication (this is often very specific) e.g. 

she’s currently taking...; family history e.g. both his 

parents were schizophrenic; recent events and history; 

specific situations when therapy may be required; 

patterns of behaviour e.g. “He’s cycling through, that’s 

the thing.”; the client’s own awareness of his/her state; 

family context; attendance at particular events e.g. 

the...program; ethnic background; the place where the 

client lives e.g describing the  suburb where a client 

lives as “nice”; future possible therapies and actions 

e.g. “We may have to EDN him”; triggers e.g. stress, 

particular people,  events like birthdays and the media 

(e.g. what’s on TV); the person involved in 

supervision.” 

It would be tempting to conclude that there is a need 

for decision-support (via “intelligent tools” for example) 

but the fieldworker saw little evidence for this. The 

observable action of making decisions through talk was 

critical to handover working for all sorts of reasons: 

feeling involved; expressing fears and concerns; as well 

as engendering knowledge. There was a very real sense 

that handover was informing the shift about particular 

clients in view so they could remember them if they 

had to deal with them. The handover process was 

continually refreshing clinicians and enabling them to 

learn the current client list and their peculiarities. 

The new whiteboard 

In this section we wish to consider a design responding 

to the above fieldwork. The design has not been 

implemented and uses off-the-shelf and quite ordinary 

technologies. It is also deliberately imperfect in order to 

explore the kinds of criteria we can use to assess 

designs in mental health care settings and beyond. In 

the next section we explore what kinds of criteria might 

work through the notion of power for design i.e. the 

work the proposal does for us when engaging with the 

setting and the clinicians in it. Our concern in this 

exploration is to both identify key concerns with 

introducing new technologies (e.g. making certain 

information less available and negotiable) and to 

explore how to introduce technologies that address 

these concerns into mental health care settings (e.g. 

through the use of ‘design experiments’). 

The part of the handover meeting that is being 

designed for is the discussion of current clients (as 
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opposed to the allocation of work for example). As 

shown above, a key concern in this part of the meeting 

is accessing knowledge (not just information) about 

clients and the risk they present through, for example, 

agreeing on some biographical detail and collectively 

managing uncertainty. In a mobile, shift- based team 

this is problematic as key people may not be at 

handover meetings due to e.g. emergencies. We argue 

that staff have dealt with this through the ecology of 

their workplace: essential client details are on display 

and in permanent view making client information 

publicly available (e.g. while fielding a phone call or 

when just about to leave for a home visit). Due to 

whiteboards being used to display this information it is 

also easily annotated and a history of those annotations 

is, again, be made visible through e.g. crossing out 

things. A series of practices have also evolved around 

the way client details are dealt with: handover 

meetings are a collaborative activity where annotations 

and changes are only made after they have reached 

some form of consensus. 

We argue that considering the design of an interactive 

whiteboard (see Figure 3), supporting the display of a 

spreadsheet (see Figure 4) or database application is a 

useful, if not very imaginative, ‘design experiment’. It 

is the kind of proposal that could be presented to 

clinicians and discussed. The whiteboard displayed in 

Figure 3 supports the display of a computer’s desktop 

via a wireless connection on a touch-sensitive surface 

(‘touch system’) and handwriting recognition (‘digital 

ink’). This means that a spreadsheet with client data 

could be displayed (Figure 4), information (e.g. a 

client’s name) entered via an onscreen keyboard and 

particular information annotated and edited via pen 

input.  

Such an artifact could help alleviate some of the 

problems experienced by clinicians, while minimally 

disrupting current practices. This particular interactive 

whiteboard supports tight integration between the 

hardware and ‘simple’ spreadsheet applications so that 

e.g. text written on the whiteboard can be saved. This 

provides support for the discussion and negotiation 

around incomplete client information for example and 

striking through text so that past decisions can remain 

visible. Such a simple ‘design’, at least in principle, 

supports saving and archiving of client information over 

time. It also supports searching and retrieval through 

Figure 3: SMART Board 600 interactive whiteboard 

http://www2.smarttech.com/st/en-US/Products/SMART+Boards/Front+Projection/600+Series/ 

Figure 4:  Possible Current Client spreadsheet 
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simple spreadsheet search functions. Finally, it is highly 

portable, allowing spaces to be configured and can be 

switched off and moved away when not in use – one of 

the advantages of having client information visible 

continually can also lead to a concern with regard to 

client confidentiality. However, having client 

information available for long periods of time with this 

particular design could cause practical problems e.g. 

with workplace ecology and power requirements. 

Discussion 

Through the ‘design experiment’ above certain issues 

and practices at the setting (and, in particular, at 

handover meetings) have become salient that might 

not otherwise have been considered: how client 

information stretches over time and is placed within the 

context of other organizational information through 

storytelling; how certain client information being visible 

and readily available; the importance of being able to 

annotate information and to record these annotations; 

the importance of being able to capture the information 

on the whiteboards when handover meetings are 

finished; the importance of having retrieval tools 

supporting searches of past whiteboard information; 

and how making the whiteboard portable can support 

making client information  private. The suggested 

“design” above responds to some of the issues 

emerging from the setting through the fieldwork. Thus 

it has mapping power – its features map onto the key 

issues described at the setting. However, the design 

can be critiqued in this regard too for trying to move 

clinician practices towards the digital age in a nai�ve 

manner – through replacing key non-digital artifacts 

such as the whiteboard with similar, if not identical, 

digital equivalents. The proposal does have practical 

power: it (largely) uses off-the-shelf software so it 

would probably work. It has little disruptive power 

though. This makes sense in this setting, given its 

sensitivity, but may not always be appropriate. This 

design proposal can be critiqued for being overly 

cautious and therefore not utilizing some opportunities 

available through e.g. wireless technology enabling 

tracking of paper files via RFID. It has also has little 

informational power: as it is described it includes few 

inbuilt data capture mechanisms (cf. Technology Probes 

[7]) enabling insights into the use of the technology 

(although in theory annotations and interactions with 

the whiteboard could be logged). It is hard to 

determine its expressive power without some usage 

data: the most “mundane” technologies (e.g. email) 

can be used to support rich expression – expressing 

emotions, venting frustration etc. The spreadsheet 

could constrain and limit the more verbose note-taking 

and ‘sticking’ affordances of a unconstrained 

whiteboard. Clinicians often used their own 

abbreviations that handwriting recognition software 

might have difficulty recognizing. They also stuck and 

layered other things on the whiteboard: coloured 

magnetic discs, printed pieces of paper and official 

documents. In this regard, the proposal also seems to 

have some interpretive power – it is quite a flexible, 

‘open’ design with some opportunities for clinician 

‘innofusion’ [4] e.g. through the use of a ‘Stickies’ 

application. It is hard to establish any inferential power 

it may have. Will it inspire or lead to other designs? 

This is a question that it seems sensible to work 

through with participants. 

Conclusion 

To support mental health care an appropriately 

informed view of the setting(s) involved is important, 

as already argued. An appropriately critical view of any 
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design proposal is also highly desirable if not essential 

due to the client group and the nature of the work 

being carried out. We argue that he notion of power is 

useful in this regard. It may also be useful in other 

settings as a means of attending to the most important 

role for any design, proposal or otherwise. A parallel 

argument is that it is difficult to conceive of design as a 

discrete stage in the kinds of settings that mental 

health care takes place in. Thus, working through a 

design proposal using a notion like power brings into 

focus past ethnographic findings as well as important 

concerns with implementation. In this regard we invert 

the traditional ‘bridging’ relationship between 

ethnography and design: the design proposal actually 

informs the fieldwork. This process, we argue, can help 

avoid embedding some dangerous, if appealing, 

assumptions within design proposals.Finally, we have 

shown that it is hard to envisage how technologies 

introduced into mental health care settings might find a 

place without the kinds of deep understanding of both 

practitioners and work provided through ethnography 

and fieldwork. If nothing else the detailed 

understanding of work practices and people that 

emerges from such work serves to remind us [12] of 

the particular sensitivities of a mental health care 

setting when in the design proposal stage. 
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